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2016 Shiraz 

 fascinating shiraz group featuring a couple of stellar wines and 

another four that were of gold medal standard. Add to that a 

couple offering exceptional value for money and we have an 

impressive collection doing Australia’s finest red variety proud.  

2016 Shaw + Smith Adelaide Hills Shiraz  A beautifully constructed, 

multifaceted red which combines dark cherry varietal character with 

spiciness, whole-bunch inputs and a caress of oak. This is an utterly 

brilliant wine. ($40.00)  ★★★★★ 

https://www.winestar.com.au/shaw-smith-shiraz-2016 

 

2016 A.T. Richardson Hard Hill Road Shiraz  Adam Richardson 

made his way from Western Australia to head up Treasury Wine Estates’ 

winemaking in the USA. Returning to Australia, he set up shop in Great 

Western, and hasn’t taken long to make his mark. This exceptional wine 

shows entrancing regional rose petal characteristics and really delivers on 

the palate. Long, medium-weight flavour is backed up by supremely fine 

tannins. A classic wine from a classic region.  ($50.00)  ★★★★★ 

http://www.atrichardsonwines.com.au/product/hard-hill-road-shiraz/ 

   

2016 Yes Said The Seal Bellarine Shiraz  An impressive expression of 

cool region shiraz, with a decidedly spicy, peppery overtone. The palate 

is fine, long and very satisfying.  ($38.00)  ★★★★☆ 

https://yessaidtheseal.com.au/products/shiraz 

2016 Taltarni Old Vine Estate Pyrenees Shiraz A muscular but svelte 

shiraz packed with fresh dark cherry flavour enhanced by spices and 

dried herbs. A vibrant, firm, well balanced red.  ($45.00)  ★★★★☆ 

https://www.taltarni.com.au/our-wines/taltarni-old-vine-estate-

shiraz/# 

2016 Mayford Porepunkah Shiraz  Skilful use of whole bunches in the 

fermentation of this Alpine Valleys (Vic) shiraz adds a beguiling 

complexity to the nose and lingering savoury palate. Stylish.  ($40.00)          

★★★★☆ 

https://mayfordwines.com/product/2016-shiraz/  

2016 McGuigan Cellar Select Hunter Valley Shiraz  A plush young 

red packed with dark berries backed up by oak which is carried with 

aplomb by the fruit. ($35.00)   ★★★★☆ 

https://www.mcguiganwines.com.au/shop/mcguigan-cellar-select-

shiraz-2016-2/  

2016 Tyrrell’s Old Hut Hunter Valley Shiraz  This wine isn’t an Old 

Patch or a Vat 9, but it does exemplify modern Hunter shiraz, showing 

the classic red berries and tilled earth aromas. A gentle, medium-bodied 

palate completes the picture. ($45.00)   ★★★★ 
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2016 Bowen Estate Coonawarra Shiraz  A fresh, intense, red berry 

style with a whiff of oak. There’s certainly no shortage of flavour, and 

the firm finish sits well on the long palate. It just needs a few years in 

bottle. ($27.00)   ★★★★ 

 

2016 Goodchild Eden Valley Shiraz (Cellarmasters) The rich dark 

cherry aromas and flavours have a lot of appeal, and are backed up by 

hints of vanilla, coconut and black pepper. Fresh drinking at a bargain 

price. ($16.25)  ★★★★ 

https://www.cellarmasters.com.au/red/shiraz/wine/goodchild-eden-

valley-shiraz-ry1226 

 

2016 Harcourt Valley Vineyards Mt Camel Range Shiraz  Here’s 

another one that is almost being given away. It’s all about freshness and 

spicy red fruits. Excellent drinking. ($16.00)  ★★★★ 

https://www.getwinesdirect.com/red-wine/Harcourt-Valley-Vineyards-

Mt-Camel-Range-Heathcote-Shiraz-2016  

2016 Bremerton Selkirk Langhorne Creek Shiraz  Bright, fresh and 

just a little spicy. This savoury, medium-bodied shiraz is ready to enjoy. 

($22.00)  ★★★★  

2016 Cumulus Climbing Shiraz  Opulent and finely structured, 

offering red and black fruits flavours with cool climate spiciness.  

($22.00)  ★★★★ 

2016 Brangayne of Orange Shiraz  A fresh, spicy style with reasonable 

fruit weight and fine tannins. ($35.00)  ★★★☆ 

2016 Renzaglia Wines Mount Panorama Estate Shiraz  Another red 

fruits style with a touch of spice. It’s full of life but needs a little more 

fruit weight. ($35.00)  ★★★☆  

2016 Cherubino The Yard Justin Vineyard Shiraz  A dark cherry style 

with herbal overtones and adequate fruit intensity. ($30.00)  ★★★ 

2016 Howard Park Flint Rock Great Southern Shiraz  The colour is 

comparatively weak, and this is reflected in the light, slightly advanced 

fruit.  ($32.00)  ★★☆ 

 

For Winewise Wine of the week, follow Lester on 

@LesterJez 

If you’re not a Winewise subscriber, please join us (Only $35 per 

year)   http://winewise.net.au/ 
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